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CALL TO THE STARSEEDS  

 Mother-Father God 

The Glory of the I Am 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TRwhk_LV4hQ   

 

 

Greetings beloved children, I am here to bring you some information about the 

process in which you are. 

My light expands in the universe, like a shock wave, bathing all galaxies, 

systems and all worlds. My infinite love for seeing this universe wrapped in the 

greatest and most sublime light that each one of you may have experienced 

individually. 

My much loved stellar project is due to planet Earth as a planet promoted to the 

fifth dimension, where all its beings are Christic in vibration, elevated in 

consciousness. That project is nearing its conclusion. Few steps remain, to 

conclude this project. Many things are going very well. Others do not, but they 

are also marching. 

The goal is to put more emphasis on things that are not going so well. The 

awakening of humanity. The awakening of many souls with a sleeping 

conscience is coming to an end. Many souls have awakened. Many have 

become aware that they really are infinite beings. That they really are beings of 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TRwhk_LV4hQ
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Light, that they really are part of this great project that I have created for this 

planet. It is a masterful experiment that is coming to a happy end. 

As I told you, many souls are awakening, many beings are becoming aware. 

They are no longer fooled by the Matrix systems, nor by the Matrix news, nor by 

all that information tailored to the interests of the Matrix. Among the things that I 

would like to see work more and more, is that of removing from this planet all 

the influence of all these confused children of mine. Of these children of mine 

who have not wanted to take the path towards the light, and it is not only that, 

but they do not want to and do not allow others to take the path that 

corresponds to them. 

They want to continue their rule and their rule over the human race. Many 

battles and wars have taken place at all levels, not only on a physical level, but 

on a dimensional level in various dimensions, and that keeps us even more 

slowed down, but we have already taken very successful steps in getting these 

confused children out of all this planetary influence that they want to continue 

dominating, but more forceful processes are still missing to be able to remove 

them completely. We have fought to overthrow your archaic system of 

domination and control, and this is where I want all my Christ children to help 

with a broad consciousness, ending with radiating light and love on the planet. 

Remember the effluvia part. Try to work in those areas from the ground. Try to 

diffuse all that negative effluvia. Try to bring more thoughts and much more 

positive energy, more positivity to all of those areas. Help all those humans to 

get out of the great darkness where they are trapped. That is the big step that is 

missing. That each stellar seed, that each being of light in a human body 

assumes the role that corresponds to it. They assume the role. Many already 

know that they are star seeds and that they are here on a mission of service, 

but they still do not dare to work, to fulfill their service of working for the light 

and live in the comfort of the Matrix, even knowing that they are beings of light. 

on a mission of service, and that is my great calling. May we put more emphasis 

now on doing more work, working for the light, sending energy, healing work, 

working with the Violet flame, using the tools you know. 

Help stabilize and control all planetary effluvia, because that is the food of those 

old and expired systems. I call on you, get active in the work of service, in the 
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mission that you have come to fulfill. Work on the light, not just your particular 

work, if you do it, but also work on the light. Do what is within your reach. Give 

this service to the light, to finish dislodging all those energies that want to 

continue to establish themselves and control the planet. 

My sons of the commandos on star missions, you wage tough battles above, 

but the bottom part is made by you. You are on a mission of service. They came 

to give that assistance and that service in this Ascension process. It's time they 

did. Those awake who are aware, work on the Ascension process. Those who 

are awake help wake up those who are still sleeping, so that they can also join 

the process. We are on time for this to conclude, but we need to speed up the 

work much more. 

I wanted to leave you this message, tonight. I send you all my love. I ask you to 

activate. We are very close to completing this great project. 

 

Channeled by Emmanuel and P 
 

 

 


